Gastric heterotopia is an ectopic lesion found throughout the gastrointestinal tract. The classic endoscopic appearance of gastric heterotopia is raised, salmon-red mucosal patches or clusters of nodules above normal duodenal mucosa, ranging in size from 3 mm to 10 mm [1]. Large polyoid gastric heterotopia of the duodenum, defined as being greater than 2.5 cm, is rare and clinical relevance has only been described on one other occasion [2]. We report the first published case of a large polyoid gastric heterotopia of the duodenum causing obstructive symptoms and diagnosed by endoscopy.

A 21-year-old woman was evaluated in October 2006 for complaints of dyspepsia, nausea, and vomiting. She was initially treated with lansoprazole. By February 2007, the patient developed early satiety, inability to tolerate solid foods, and lost 9 kg (20 lb) in weight. An upper gastrointestinal series noted narrowing of the second part of the duodenum. An esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) demonstrated a single, pedunculated polyoid mass in the duodenum with the base originating near the major papilla, measuring over 4 cm (Fig. 1). Histological findings were consistent with gastric heterotopia. A modified abdominal computed tomography (CT) scan with three-dimensional reconstruction demonstrated a 4.5 × 2.5 cm polyoid mass with a broad-based attachment along the posterior aspect of the second part of the duodenum. Piecemeal resection was attempted on two subsequent EGDs with approximately 50% of the lesion excised (Fig. 2 and 3). However, only temporary symptomatic relief was achieved. The patient underwent surgical resection with complete symptom resolution. Gastric heterotopia presenting as a large polyoid mass is a rare finding. Clinically significant lesions are typically found in the jejunum and ileum [1,3–5]. There has only been one reported case of symptomatic, duodenal gastric heterotopia since 1927 [2]. The present case illustrates a rare, large polyoid lesion of gastric heterotopia causing obstructive symptoms in a young woman. Although endoscopic treatment with piecemeal resection was unsuccessful for our patient, it remains a potential therapeutic option.